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Unabridged CD Audiobook 13 CDs / 15.75 hours long....

About the AuthorG.M. Berrow is a writer and television industry professional living in Brooklyn,
New York. Like Rainbow Dash, she isn't afraid of heights and loves devouring good books. She
doesn't even care if that makes her an egghead.
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Sallyk575, “Another outstanding story in the Amelia Peabody series. The Ape Who Guards the
Balance is one of the best in the series. The mystery is almost plays a supporting role to the
relationship developments between the characters. (And one sad, surprising event occurs
toward the end). These developments are the basis for key events in the next book, from what I
have read of its summary, and I’m very much looking forward to it. The humor is still plentiful and
the affection that the Emersons and adopted family have for each other is shown throughout. I
highly recommend listening to the audiobook narrated by Barbara Rosenblat. She is simply
amazing in her ability to capture both male and female characters with perfect intonation and
timing. Her voicing of Emerson is especially exceptional. The author and narrator are a perfect
match for outstanding storytelling.  Whether you read or listen, enjoy the story!”

Liv Wallin Andersen, Nprway, “A good read as always. I love Elizabeth Peters books about
Amelia Emerson and her families adventions in Egypt. Can't wait for the next book.”

Billy Lee Myers, Jr., “A Review: "The Ape Who Guards the Balance". The many plot twists, red
herrings, false leads and unexpected triumphs of "The Ape Who Guards the Balance" has been
covered skillfully in other reviews elsewhere so I won't supply a plot synopsis here. It might be
better to use this small space to tell why this book and this series is such a special treat to this
fan.Ms. Peters gives us romance without being maudlin, action without excessive or graphic
violence and mystery without melodrama. (ok, maybe a *little* melodrama) Her humor is laugh-
out-loud funny and she even manages to insert Egyptian history without dogma, except
perhaps when Ramses delivers one of his condescending lectures.But it is the characters we
remember most.Intricate, tightly woven plots are the mark of a good mystery, but if we don't care
about the characters, who cares where the plot takes us? The characters are well drawn, well
thought out and compliment each other. Can you imagine Amelia without Emerson's verbal
sparring? It seems Ramses and Nefret are destined to carry on this enlivening tradition: will it be
the next book where they admit to each other what we all have guessed by now? Can Sethos
really stay his hand from Amelia's most engaging affairs? (Not bloo- er blooming likely.)Ms.
Peters has also been able to get around the limitations of the first person narrative by
"discovering" additional manuscripts describing the main events but written by other
combatants, er, participants. It's great fun seeing the same event described from greatly
contrasting viewpoints.Anyone whose interest in Egyptology has been piqued by the recent
discoveries of Kent Weeks and Miroslav Verner would be well advised to save the airfare to that
troubled region. For a tiny fraction of that cost you can pick up a copy of "The Ape Who Guards
the Balance" and enjoy all the mystery, danger and romance and not worry about the local
water. What a bargain!I fervently wish Amelia (and Ms. Peters!) a long and fruitful life so that we
may enjoy this series for years to come. Especially to the year 1922, when her friend Howard



Carter makes (with much help, poking and prodding from the Emersons) the most famous
descent in modern archeology: down the sixteen steps of KV62 and into the final resting place
of Tutankhamun.I imagine Emerson having preceded him there, sapphire eyes snapping in the
torchlight with archeological fever. Bruised, bloodied but not bowed, his torn clothing in
disarray."Don't stand there gawking, Peabody, there's work to be done," as his strong arms
circles her waist."Emerson!" she exclaims, searching the depth of those eyes."Another shirt
ruined!"”

Suzee Gee, “Make more coffee because you can't put it down!. If Elizabeth Peters wrote it. It
must be good. This is one of her classics. Impossible,  improbable, hard to put down.”

Sharon Sprouse, “Pretty good. I really like Ms. Peters books in general. Her knowledge of
Egyptology makes them very enjoyable as historical fiction. This book was in her usual good
writing style. However after the first three books in the series she has started using
"manuscripts" found in the Emerson household papers to describe the incidents. This is an
obvious literary tactic used to give different character's descriptions and perceptions of events
that occur. I feel it is an unnecessary and artificial vehicle for doing so. Just title the chapters
such that we know which character is describing events or start the sentence in the new chapter
with the name of the character and their thoughts. Other authors have managed this situation
well without this artifice. I would enjoy her books more without being reminded each time that
the events are from this manuscript or this letter or what have you. I find it artificial and very
annoying.”

bolt 36, “Great read.. I loveve this series. I am now rereading it. Fun read and educational as
well.I recommend this series to anyone.”

Susan H. Jespersen, DBA, “Book 18 is one of Elizabeth Peters' best!. At this point I have read
almost all of the Ameila Peabody series of mystery adventures in Eqyptian archeology. They are
entertaining and enjoyable. This book was the culmination of Peabody's adventures with her
family seeking royal tombs in Egypt when one of the most famous tombs is discovered. As usual
the plot thickens with abductions and murders. The author is a university trained archeologist
and an entertaining author. I loved these books. I plan to read her others about new characters.”

lizzie B, “Brilliant read.. Another fantastic book. It is well written and moves at a pace that keeps
you wanting to read. I would highly recommend to anyone who enjoys adventure with murder
mystery thrown in.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Wonderful Peabody saves the day.. Amelia Peabody Emerson manages
to combine Victorian modesty and rampant feminism. Elizabeth Peters' story is an adventure
mystery with a dip into Egyptology.”



S F Canfield, “All the characters are excellent. Sorry to say goodbye to Abdullah. Very enjoyable.
The younger members of the family are taking more involved in the solving of the criminal
events.  All the characters are excellent.  Sorry to say goodbye to Abdullah.”

Elaine Tomasso, “Wonderful. The master criminal is back! Amelia & co are back in an Edwardian
tale of dastardly criminals, women's rights and general mayhem in Egypt. For series aficionados
this is one of the best I have read so far. A convoluted plot full of humour, mockery and tears.”

The book by Elizabeth Peters has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 558 people have provided feedback.
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